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MKD acciviey in Tokamak discharges vîch lower hybrid currenc drive has 
discinec features which can be used co scabiLize tearing aodes /I/. The o*2 
mode in particular is easeLy criggered by che RF pulse. Ic is oresenc in Pe-
cula, in all discharges wich RF current ac denaicies n < 2 10 ça" . This 
occurs for any q g value, even when che RF current is only a small fraction 
of che eocal current. However, che node has generally a low amplitude excepe 
when ic is already presenc in che discharge before che RF pulse (q « 3). In 
chis ease, driving even parcially che curreur by waves has che efficc of slo
wing down che island s crue cure rocacion and of damping che magnetic field 
percurbacion by a factor of 2 /2/ /3/. 

This stabilizing affecc is probably due co a change in che current pro
file giving a lower value for &*» che key parameter in cearing mode stabili
ty. Peaking of checurrenc profile is likely, although ic is noc consistent 
vich che lowering of in cernai iaduccance which is sometimes observed in chac 
density range, at high RF power for example. 

A different way of reducing che a-2 tearing node was recently proposed, 
consisting in driving more currenc ac che 0 point of the islands chan ac che 
X point, by means of aaplicude aodulacad Lover hybrid waves /&/ /5/, This 
was cesced in ?ecula in che following way. A L,H. wave pulse ac 1.3 GHz wich 
)l,, • 2.4, asymétrie spectrum is used co drive a currenc in a discharge sho
ving a Large aaplieude m*2 node. The main characteristics of chis discharge 
are (fig. I) ï R - 0.72a a * 0.l65ta 3, * :,9 T I - iTiitA 

n e • 1.5 I0
1 3 cm"3 q a » 3.0 P y r =• I 70kW 

Loco voltage 
2 V/div. 

Density 

Ï0*3 / div. 

3 * I. 
O.S /div. 

Mode amplitude 

Plasma currenc 
100 kA/div. 
RF puLse 
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Wg- * " Hasma parameters for shot wich modulacad RF pulse {solid line) 
and without RF (broken line) 
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Fig. 2 - 5a a / S a and a»de frequency as a function of che phase of 
Che RF oodulacion. On Che righc are che correspondiag va
lues for che unmodulated eaae. 
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The signal of a Himcv coil is used co aodu.La.ce che amplitude of che Law 
power oscillator which drives che klyscron amplfiar. The phasing of che mo
dulation, respect co che island scruecure is changed from shoe co shoe, by 
using successively 12 Miraov coils located 30* apart in che poloîdal direc
tion. The gain of che feedback loop was sec in such a way chac lOOZ modula
tion of Che klystron oucput was maintained throughout che pulse. 

A reference coil signal and che klyscron power are records' *.nd analysed 
by FFT cechnique. As usual, in lower hybrid current drive experiment in Petu-
la, the magnetic field fluctuation was reduced by a factor of cwo, noc more 
chan in che unmodulated case, and independently of che relative phasing of 
che lower hybrid wave modulation, and che island structure within experimen
tal errors (fig. 2a). 

The q " 2 radius was escimated co be 13 cm and che width of the island 
was reduced from i co 3 cm typically. 

The island rocacion was slowed down ^ in che unmodulated case, from 
6.6 kHz wichouc RF to about 5 kHz. However, its frequency was a cunecion of 
the Mirnov coil number. Fig, 2b shows che relationship between the Mirnov 
oscillation frequency and che phase difference between che RF power modula» 
cion and the island rocacion. 0 s means chat chere is an island in frone of 
che grill when RF is at maximum. The experimental poincs clearly show che 
m»2 structure. For these shots, the frequency is minimum when RF is switched 
on shortly before an island is passing in front of Che grill. In other cir
cumstances, the minimum may be obtained when che RF lags on che island rota
tion by 45*. 

These results are different from what is predicted by feedback stabiliza
tion theory. Two points should be noced when discussing che absence of is
land width reduction with a modulated RF pulse. 

First of all, che decrease in the tearing oode amplitude in che unmodu
lated case did noc receive yet any clear explanation. It is observed whether 
the ratio of the current in the plasma central zone to che tocal current in
creases or decreases with respect to che ohmic case /6/. So chac, current 
peaking cannot be systematically associated co chis mode stabilization. 

?referencial heating inside che islands due co cheir already higher tem
perature as proposed by Reiman /"/ should be ruled ouc, since modulating che 
wave would have reinforced che effect. 

On Che other hand, che experimental situation is far from being optimum 
for a comparison with the theory of feedback stabilization by Rutherford /5/. 
The mechanism relies on che generation of current inside che island and im
plicitly assumes chat the rest of che current distribution is left unchanged. 
This would be che case if power absorption in the island was so scrong that 
there be no power left for inside the q • 2 surface, or alternatively if 
accessibility prevented che wave to go further chan chis surface. For che 
case considered here, ray tracing fig. 3 shows chat the wave penetrates in 
the island zone at 40 ca from the grill and travels inside for about lm (1/5 
of the torus), tn che poioïdal direction, the wave has to turn by 10° before 
Setting in che island. Wave absorpcion on Che other hand is still a aacter 
of discussion since inceraceion of ehe grill spec rum co a maxwellian discri-
bution leads Co current such smaller chan observed (the so called gap pro
blem). However, even if some link is ai3sing in the theory, che absorption, 
in any case, should have a strong temperature dépendance. 

As a consequence of che weak temperature at the edge and of the rather 
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cast propagation of Che wave out: oc the island, Che amount of current: gene-
raced inside Che island, compared Co che cecal currenc is probably quice 
small. 

The dépendance of Che island rocacion on Che phase of che modulacion ho
wever shows chac Lower Hybrid currenc drive is sensicive Co che presence of 
magnetic islands, whether this is a propagation effect due co changes in 
tnagnetic field direction or a damping effect due to different eleccron popu
lation inside and outside the islands. The island behaviour, in curn, is mo
dified by this slight modification of che electron distribution. 
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